GREECE BURNS. COPS RETREAT.

Greece has been set on fire. These flames have been ignited by the brutal and arrogant murder
of Alexandros Grigoropoulos, a 15-year-old rebel, in Athens.
The Greek people have heard the fatal gunshots. The response to this systematic and coordinated control, domination and oppression has been revolutionary. Students, anarchists, immigrants, the unemployed, hooligans, anti-authoritarians and workers have taken to the streets,
armed with rage and contempt towards their oppressors.
The killing of Alexandros has been the catalyst that has not only exposed a murderous police
state, but has allowed the people to realise their everyday repressive and exploitative conditions, at the hands of the state and the capital. In solidarity with one another, they fight to be
free. They demand no compromises.
The Greek insurgence has inspired international solidarity actions. Disparate and diverse ranges
of people have united against a society that seeks to control and dominate us.
It is now our chance. In the UK, everywhere the brutality and oppression of the police is evident.
Police calculatedly operate through harassments, evictions, racism, beatings, and killings. Enough
is enough. Lets stand up and unite. Fuck coercion and punishment. Fuck the social conditioning
and state discipline. Fuck the police!
Love to Alexis, solidarity to the rebels
Random anarchists

GREECE IN FLAMES
Saturday 6 December beautiful 15 year old Alexis
Grigoropoulos was shot in the heart by a ‘Rambo’
cop. Immediately school pupils, anarchists, students,
immigrants, unemployed, gypsies, hooligans, workers
and more came out into the streets and blocked
streets, attacked cop stations, burned down banks,
luxury shops, car dealerships, faced riot cops with
poisonous gases, many were beaten, some arrested.
One week later nothing has ended, the rebellion has
spread throughout Greece and actions of solidarity
are taking place all over the world.The cop murderer
took Alexi’s life. The people have given life to revolt
against killer cops and everything that they defend,
that oppresses us all..
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